
A quick note:
Below you will find ten of my go-to templates for quick, easy, and sincere scheduling. I use
these every week (or even everyday), and I’m sure you will be able to incorporate at least one
of them into your email routine as well. Thanks for checking it out!

How to use templates to schedule:
To utilize these templates, I am going to first introduce a simple hack: add email templates to
your email signature! Who says your signature is meant only for your name? Just copy and
paste a templated response into your signature, make a few edits, and VOILA! Consider
yourself optimized. I’ll walk you through this step-by-step so there isn’t any confusion.

To access and change your signature in Gmail: Open Gmail -> Click the settings wheel in the
top right corner -> Click “See all settings” -> Under “General” scroll down.
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Below, you’ll see a typical signature (used for unique, non-templated responses) versus one
of my templated signatures (used for rote responses).

My plain ol’ signature:

My signature with a templated response:

Each of my templated responses still ends with a typical signature to maintain the structure
and brand familiarity of my emails.

This might go without saying, but you will still need to edit the templates before sending them
out. The major edits you’ll need to make in each of my templates are in brackets { }.



My templated response with my typical signature, in action:

My templated response and signature, in action and edited:



Final thoughts:
I recommend changing the font size and color to whatever your standard email font

choices are-- you don’t want the templates you use to look and feel out-of-place with your
typical communications branding. Oh, and don’t forget to replace my name with your own.

Also, feel free to change up and edit the heck out of these templates to make them your own.
After all, it’s going to be your conversation, not mine! And don’t forget to add a little flair and
personality to each email-- you’re a human, not a robot! 🤖

I hope this saves you time and helps you streamline your communications. If this inspires you
to create your own templates for certain occasions, let me know! I’d love to see how you are
optimizing your inbox!

My ten go-to templates for quick, easy,
and sincere scheduling

1. Schedule a meeting

Hi there,

Are you available for a {30min / 1hr} {Zoom / phone call / meeting at __location__} at any of
the following times? If not, please let me know when you are available and I will do my best to
accommodate your schedule.

*insert times here manually or by using Calendly browser plug-in*

{For our call, what is the best number where I can reach you?}

Best,
Alexander



2. Schedule without offering my availability
Hi there,

Would you please send over your availability for the next {few days / few weeks}? I would love
to get something on the calendar soon, and I’m happy to accommodate your schedule and
move things around on my end if need be.

Thank you! Looking forward to hearing from you soon.
Alexander

3. Not ready to schedule
Hi there,

I am waiting to hear back from a few pending engagements right now. As soon as those are
scheduled, my calendar will be a bit more concrete and I can offer you a more accurate idea
of my upcoming availability. May I reach out to you as soon as I know more?

Thank you for your patience,
Alexander

4. After successfully scheduling
Thanks for selecting a time! You should have received a calendar invite. If anything changes
on your end, please let me know your updated availability and I will do my best to
accommodate your new schedule.

Best,
Alexander



5. They’re canceling
Hi there,

Thank you for the update! You should receive a cancellation notice for the calendar invite
shortly.

Best,
Alexander

6. I’m canceling
Hi there,

Something has come up on my end, and I will need to cancel our meeting. Thanks in advance
for your understanding and flexibility.

Best,
Alexander

7. They’re rescheduling
Hi there,

Not a problem. Do any of the following times work for you to reschedule?

*insert times here manually or by using Calendly browser plug-in*

Best,
Alexander



8. I’m rescheduling
Hi there,

It looks like I will need to reschedule our time together. Would any of the following times work
for you to reschedule?

*insert times here manually or by using Calendly browser plug-in*

Best,
Alexander

9. Confirm tomorrow’s meeting
Hi there!

I am reaching out to confirm our {Zoom / call / meeting at _location_} tomorrow at {time}. If
anything has changed on your end, please let me know as soon as possible so we can
reschedule. Otherwise, I am really looking forward to our time together!

Until then,
Alexander

10. Set up a follow-up appt
Hi there!

To follow-up on our conversation, would any of the following times work for your schedule for
a {30min / 1hr} {Zoom / phone call / meeting at __location__}? If not, please let me know
when you are available and I will do my best to accommodate.

Thanks, and looking forward to continuing the conversation!
Alexander



...And there you have it!
I hope these templates give you the chance to spend less time scheduling and more time on
important matters like baking cookies, walking the dog, going for a run, unwinding with your
favorite TV show, or taking a much-deserved nap.

Let’s get it (together),
Alexander
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